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Why? 

time aspect, knowledge hegemony, professional 
hierarchy, reflection, new knowledge and 

improvement of practice



Research project:

“Interactive tactile approach to modernist 
sculpture: From education project to exhibition 
concept”

Pilot projects at the National Museum 2014-2016



Pilot project: Three education rooms inside the exhibition space.

The Museum of Contemporary Art, exhibition with the pioneer modernist sculptor Aase Texmon Rygh in 2014







From “Touch” as an 
educational 
concept to a 
curatorial strategy



Research project:

“Interactive tactile approach to modernist 
sculpture: From education project to exhibition 
concept”

Pilot projects at the National Museum 2014-2016



Paradigm shift and delay





Tate and Emily Pringle 
Head of Research
Tate Modern and Tate Britain

• 2009: completed her PhD on the relationship 
between artistic knowledge and practice and teaching 
and learning in the contemporary art museum. 

• 2010: appointed Head of Learning Practice and 
Research at Tate in London. Supporting the strategic 
development of research-led practice and initiating 
and managing research and evaluation 
programs within the Learning department across Tate 
Britain and Tate Modern.



There are two 
types of 
practice-related 
research:
practice-based 
and practice-led
(Linda Candy)

If a creative artefact is the 
basis of the contribution to 
knowledge, the research is 
practice-based.

If the research leads 
primarily to new 
understandings about 
practice, it is practice-led. 



Tate and Emily Pringle 
Head of Research
Tate Modern and Tate Britain

• 2009: completed her PhD on the relationship 
between artistic knowledge and practice and teaching 
and learning in the contemporary art museum. 

• 2010: appointed Head of Learning Practice and 
Research at Tate in London. Supporting the strategic 
development of research-led practice and initiating 
and managing research and evaluation 
programs within the Learning department across Tate 
Britain and Tate Modern.



• Since 2011: Working to implement a values-
led research based approach to programming 
called ‘Transforming Tate Learning’.





• 2016:  Starting Tate 
Exchange, an ‘experiment in 
practice’. Seeks to explore 
with artists and 
collaborating organizations 
how art can make a 
difference to people’s lives 
and to society. 



• 2017/18: PRAM the 
Practitioner Research in the Art 
Museum blog 

• 2019: New publication 
‘Rethinking Research in the Art 
Museum’ in Routledge, and 
appointed Head of Research at 
Tate





Tools, ethics and methods for the interdisciplinary creative process within the museum:
a community of disagreement.



Verktøykassen: 
Toolkit for the 
creative work 
towards an 
exhibition in the 
National Museum 
2013-2016 




